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ABSTRACT: It has been observed in the literature that  social networks have characteristics such as assortative mixing,
high clustering, short average path lengths, broad degree distributions and the existence of community structure. In our
study we designed a model in academic collaboration’ which satisfies all the above characteristics, based on some
existing social network models. In addition, this model facilitates interaction between various communities (academic/
research groups). This model gives very high clustering coefficient by retaining the asymptotically scale-free degree
distribution. Here the community structure is raised from a mixture of random attachment and implicit preferential
attachment. In addition to earlier works which only considered Neighbor of Initial Contact (NIC) as implicit preferential
contact, we have considered Neighbor of Neighbor of Initial Contact (NNIC) also. This model supports the occurrence of
a contact between two Initial contacts if the new vertex chooses more than one initial contacts. This ultimately will
develop a complex social network rather than the one that was taken as basic reference.
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1. Introduction

Now a days research in collaborations becoming domain independent. For example stock market analyst is taking the help of
physics simulator for future predictions. Thus there is a necessity of collaboration between people in different domains
(different communities, in the language of social networking.) Here we develop a novel model for collaborations in academic
communities which gives a possibility of interacting with a person in a different community, yet retaining the community
structure. Social networks are made of nodes that are tied by one or more specific types of relationships. The vertex
represents individuals or organizations. Social networks have been intensively studied by Social scientists [3-5], for several
decades in order to understand local phenomena such as local formation and their dynamics, as well as network wide
process, like transmission of information, spreading disease, spreading rumor, sharing ideas etc. Various types of social
networks, such as those related to professional collaboration [6-8], Internet dating [9], and opinion formation among people
have been studied. Social networks involve Financial, Cultural, Educational, Families, Relations and so on. Social networks
create relationship between vertices; Social networks include Sociology, basic Mathematics and graph theory. The basic
mathematics structure for a social network is a graph. The main social network properties includes hierarchical community
structure [10], small world property [11], power law distribution of nodes degree [19] and the most basic is Barabasi Albert
model of scale free networks [12]. The more online social network gains popularity, the more scientific community is attracted
by the research opportunities that these new fields give. Most popular online social networks is Facebook, where user can add
friends, send them messages, and update their personal profiles to notify friends about themselves. Essential characteristics
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for social networks are believed to include assortative mixing [13, 14], high clustering, short average path lengths, broad
degree distributions [15, 16]The existence of community structure, growing community can be roughly speaking set of vertices
with dense internal connection, such that the inter community connection are relatively sparse [2].

Sousa et al. [20] developed a project for social networking system for educational professionals, this paper consider what kind
of technologies could be used to create a web application that provided, type of interaction, behavior needed, requirements,
technologies and the system implementation .

A report [21] also has been submitted which is examining three specific types of collaborative behavior and assessing their
impacts on knowledge creation, Drawing on the toolkits of Social and Dynamic Network Analysis and a dataset of computer
science department tenure and research track of faculty members of a major U.S. university.

The advantage of our model can be understood from the fallowing example. Let us consider a person contacting a person in a
research group for his own purpose and suppose that he/she didn’t get adequate support from that person or from his
neighbors, but he may get required support from some friend of friend for his/her initial contact. Then the only way a new
person could get help is that his primary contact has to be updated or create a contact with his friend of friend for supporting
his new contact and introduce his new contact to his friend of friend. The same thing will happen in our day to day life also. If
a person contacts us for some purpose and we are unable to help him, we will try to help him by some contacts of our friends.
The extreme case of this nature is that we may try to contact our friend of friend for this purpose. We have implemented the
same thing in our new model. In the old model [2], information about friends only used to be updated, where as in our model
information about friend of friend also has been updated. Of course this model creates a complex social network model but,
sharing of information or data will be very fast. This fulfills the actual purpose of social networking in an efficient way with a
faster growth rate by keeping the community structure as it is.

2. Network growth algorithm

The algorithm includes three processes: (1) Random attachment (2) Implicit preferential contact with the neighbors of initial
contact (3) In addition to the above we are proposing a contact between the initial contact to its Neighbor of Neighbor contact
(tertiary ). The algorithm of the model is as follows [1]:

1) Start with a seed network of  N vertices

2) Pick on average mr  > 1 random vertex as initial contacts

3) Pick on average ms  > 0 neighbors of each initial contact as secondary contact

4) Pick on average mt  > 1 neighbors of each secondary contact as tertiary contact

5) Connect the new vertex to the initial, secondary and tertiary contacts

6) Repeat the steps 2-5 until the network has grown to desired size.

Figure.1. Growing process of community network, the new vertex ‘V’ initially connects through
some one as initial contact (say i). Now i, updates its neighbor of neighbor contact list and hence
connects to k. V’ connects to ms number of neighbors (say k) and mt number of neighbor of
neighbors of i (say k). In this model we tried 50 sample vertices and prepared a growing network.
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Figure 2. Showing Social Network Graph with 50 Vertices

(1)

Based on the average initial degree of a vertex is

                                                                         Kinit = mr + mr ms + 2 mr msmt

Separating and integrating from ti to t, and from kinit to ki , we will get the following time evaluation for the vertex degrees.

                                                      1/1( ) ( )i
i
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Where
                                                      A = 2 (                                               )

3. Vertex degree distribution

We derive approximate value for the vertex degree distribution for growing network model mixing random initial contactneighbor
of neighbor initial contact and neighbor of initial contacts. Power law degree distribution with p (k) ~ ki with exponent 2< i < i
have derived [17, 19]. In this model also the lower bound to the degree exponent  is found to be 3, which is same as in the earlier
model.

The rate equation which describes how the degree of a vertex changes on average during one time step of the network growth
is constructed. The degree of vertex vi grows in 3 processes:
1) When a new vertex directly links to vi at any time t, there will be on average ~ t vertices. Here we are selecting mr out of them
with a probability mr /t.
2) When a vertex links to vi as secondary contact, the selection will give rise to preferential attachment. These will be ms,mts
in number.
3) When a vertex links to vi as tertiary contact, this will also be a random preferential attachment. These will be mr,ms,mtst in
number.
These three processes lead to following rate equation for the degree of vertex vi [1].

mr + mr ms + 2 mr ms mt

mr ms + 2 mr ms mt

ki
t = 1

t (                                     )m r+
mr ms + 2 mr ms mt

2(mr + mr ms + 2 mr ms mt)
ki
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C = Amr

From time evolution of vertex ki (t), we can calculate the degrees of distribution p(k) by forming cumulative distribution F(k)
and differentiating with respect to k. Since the mean field approximation[1] the degree ki(t) of a vertex vi increases monoto-
nously from the time ti the vertex initially added to the network, the fraction of vertices whose degree is less than ki(t) at t is
equivalent to the fraction of vertices that  introduced after time ti. Since t is evenly distributed, this fraction is (t-ti)/2. These
facts lead to the cumulative distribution [1].

(3)
Solving for ti = ti(ki , t)= BA(ki , C)-A t   from (2) and inserting it into (3), differentiating F(ki) with respect to ki, and replacing the
notation ki by k in the equation, we get the probability density distribution for the degree k as

                                                                            P(k) = ABA (k + C )-2 / ms + 2msmt
-3

Here A, B and C are as above. In the limit of large k, the distribution becomes a power law p (k) ~ ki with 3 =3+2/ms, ms> 0, leading
to 3< i <  . Hence the lower bound to the degree exponent is 3. Although the lower bound for degree exponent is same as
earlier model. The probability density distribution is larger compared to earlier model, where the denominator of the first term
of degree exponent is larger compared to the earlier model.

4. Clustering

The clustering coefficient on vertex degree can also be found by the rate equation method [18]. Let us examine how the number
of triangles Ei changes with time. The triangle around vi are mainly generated by three processes.

1. Vertex vi is chosen as one of the initial contact with probability mr/t and new vertex links to some of its neighbors as
secondary contact, giving raise to a triangle.

2. The vertex vi is chosen as secondary contact and the new vertex links to it as its primary or tertiary contact giving raise to
a triangles.

3. The vertex vi is chosen as tertiary contact and the new vertex links to it as its primary or secondary contact, giving raise to
a triangles.

These three process are described by the rate equation [1]

(4)

where second right-hand side obtained by applying Equation. (1) integrating both sides with respect to t, and using initial
condition Ei(kinit, ti) =mr ms(1+3mt), we get the time evaluation of triangle around a vertex vi as

Now making use of the previously found dependent of ki on ti for finding ci(k). solving for ln(t/ti)in terms of ki from (2),
inserting into it into (6) to get Ei(ki), and dividing Ei(ki) by the maximum possible number of triangles, ki(ki-1)/2, we  arrive the
clustering the coefficient.

                                                                        ci (ki) =
(7)

Where
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For large values of degree k, the clustering coefficient thus depend on k as c(k)~ln k/k. This has very large clustering
coefficient compared to the earlier work where it was c(k)~1/k.

5. Results

In this model we tried 50 sample vertices and prepared a growing network, where edge to vertex ratio and triangle to vertex
ratio for 50 nodes has been prepared. The results are given in Table: 1 .here one can see an enormous increase in secondary
contacts. In addition tertiary contacts also have been added in our model, which leads to a faster and complex growth of
network.

5.1 Simulation results
The below results have been represented graphically by calculating the degree (number of contacts) of a node. This also is
shows an enormous growth in degree of nodes. a

F

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a model which reproduces very efficient networks compared to real social networks has been developed. And
also here, the lower bound to the degree exponent is the same. The probability distribution for the degree k is in agreement
with the earlier result for m

t

=0. The clustering coefficient got an enormous raise in growth rate of ln(k

i 

)/ k

i 

compared to
theearlier result 1/k

i 

for large values of the degree k. This is very useful in the case of academic groups, which helps in faster
information flow and an enormous growth in research. Thus here an efficient but complex model of social network has been

Table 1. Result of sample Vertices

Simulation results

Figure 3. Comparison results of growing network community: initial contacts are growing very slow
rate compared to secondary contact i.e.  indicates initial contact,  indicates secondary contacts, and
 indicates neighbor of neighbor of initial contact connects to the vertex v

i

, Finally  indicates degree
of each vertices, when initial, secondary and tertiary contact connect to a vertex v

i

. Our network
community is growing very fast and complex when compared to existing model, vertices simulation
results based on Table: 1
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developed which gives an enormous growth in probability distribution and clustering coefficient and edge to vertex ratio by
retaining the community structure. This model can be used to develop a new kind of social networking among various
research groups.
Tool
We have used C language, UciNet, NetDraw and Excel for creating graph and simulation.
Notations

Notation Description

mr Initial Contact

ms Secondary Contact

ki Degree of vertex i

Ei Number of triangles at vertex i
P(k) Probability density distribution of degree k
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